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A.bstract--A one-dlmensional shock-reflection test problem in the case of ,i,d~, cylindrical or spher- 
ical symmetry is discussed for multi-component flows. The differential eqtmtions for -- similarity 
solution are derived and then solved numerically in conjunction with the l~midne-Hugoniot shock 
relations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An important aspect of numerical schemes i to be able to check their predictions againRt suitable 
test problems. The purpose of this paper is to pose and then solve, a shock-reflection problem for 
multi-component flows. By 'multi-component' flows we mean the unsteady flow of a compressible 
fluid which comprises a number of non-reacting species (or components), i.e., flow in thermody- 
namic equilibrium. Each species could represent an ideal gas with an appropriate ratio of specific 
heat capacities, but in general, can be non-ideal gases. We shall assume that an equation of state 
for the fluid is available. 
Following the statement of the problem, we derive an exact similarity solution, and then solve 
the problem using the l~nklne-Hugoniot shock relations, together with a numerical integration 
routine. We show how the exact solution in either Cartesian, cylindrical or spherical geometry, 
can be obtained for any equation of state and initial conditions. We note that a similar technique 
has recently been applied to the equations governing isentropic flow [1]. 
This result proves valuable when assessing fluid dynamics codes for multi-component flows in 
one dimension for standard geometries or for assessing the ability of two or three-dimensional 
codes to retain symmetry. Importantly, codes for non-equilibrium chemistry calculations, in- 
cluding hypersonic flows, can have that part of the algorithm tested which treats the inviscid 
terms. This can be achieved by assuming a non-reacting flow and setting to zero the 'source 
terms' in the governing equations which arise as a consequence of the production of species. In 
all cases, the accuracy and shock-capturing ability of the codes can be tested. This also applies 
to flow governed by the Euler equations for a single (possibly non-ideal) gas by assuming only 
one species. 
In Section 2 we state the shock-reflection test problem in a single 'radial' coordinate and 
in Section 3 we consider the special case for Cartesian geometry. In Section 4 we derive the 
differential equations for a similarity solution and in Section 5 we show how the solution of the 
general problem of Section 2 can be found by integrating the differential equations of Section 4. 
Finally, in Section 6 some typical results are obtained for the reflection problem of Section 2 for 
three different equations of state. 
2. THE PROBLEM 
In this section we describe the single coordinate problem of shock- reflection. Consider the 
equations for the flow of an inviscid, compressible, non-reacting fluid in a single space coordinate 
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with slab, cylindrical or spherical symmetry, sometimes referred to as the one-dimensional multi- 
component (Euler) equations, 
1 
(Pk): -i- ~'R (rN p~u) r -- 0 k = 1 , . . . ,  ns,  (2.1) 
together with 
1 (rNpu2)r = -Pr ,  (~), + 
e, + 1 ( , .N.  (e + ~,)). = o, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
i 2 (2.4) e = pi + ~ pu . 
where Pt = pk(r,~t), u = u(r,t) ,  p = p(r,t), i = i(r,t) and e = e(r,t)  represent the density 
( ram concentraction) of the k th species (component), velocity, pressure, specific internal energy 
(common to all species) and total energy, respectively, at a general position r and at time t. 
n# 
Also, p -- ~ Ph, where ns is the number of species, so that the global momentum is given by 
pu. (N.B. the space coordinate r is given by z, V /~ '~,  ~/z 2 + y2 + z 2 depending on whether 
N - 0, 1, 2, where z, p, z are Cartesian coordinates.) Equations (2.1)-(2.3) represent conservation 
of species roses concentration, balance of momentum and coneervation f energy, respectively, and 
the values N - 0, 1, 2 correspond to slab, cylindrical and spherical symmetry, respectively. The 
global conservation of mass equation is found by summing the individual species equations. In 
addition we essume that the macroscopic, thermodynamic properties of the fluid are related 
through the general equation d state 
p = ¢(pl, p2, . . . ,  p. . ,  i), (2.5) 
where the function ~f is prescribed. From now on we shall use the shorthand notation p = 
(Pl, P~, . . . ,  Pn,) for convenience. 
We consider the problem of solving equations (2.1)-(2.5) in (r,t) E [0,~) × [0,T] with initial 
conditions 
(~, , ,  p, i)(,, 0) = (~, -~0,p0 , io ) ,  0 < r < oo, (2.0a) 
boundary conditions 
where 
(~,u,p,i)(oo, t) = (eo, - .o ,po,  io), t >_ o, (2.6b) 
Po = f (~,  i0), uo > 0, (2.6c) 
and r - 0 is a rigid boundary, sad denote this problem by (*). The solution of problem (*) 
represents shock reflection at a wall (N = 0), a rigid axis (N = I) or the center of a sphere 
(N = 2), all at r -  0. 
The gas is brought o rest at r -- 0 and a shock moves out from the origin with speed S, say. 
Denoting initial values by (0), pre-shocked values by (-) ,  and post-shocked values by (+), we 
postulate An exact solution of the form 
T" 
(~, u, i, )=  (~+, u+ = 0, i+), [p = p+ = f(~+, i+)] for ~ < S, (2.7a) 
with 
where 
(£,u, i , )  = (~,u-,i-)Cr, t), [p-(r,t) =. f~_-(r , t ) , i - ( r , t ) ) ]  
(~- , " - , i - ) (~ ,0  = (eo,-"o, io),  [ fCoo,t)  = Vo], 
S, £+, p+, i + , p+ = f(£+, i +), 
1" 
for 7 > S, (2Xb) 
t > 0, (2.7c) 
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Figure 1. A typical solution of the shock-reflection problem (*). 
p_ . - ( r , , t , ) ,p - ( r , , t , ) ,u - ( r , , t , ) , i - ( r , , t , ) ,p - ( r , , t , )  = f ~- ( r . , t . ) , i - ( r , , t , ) ]  , 
are given by the Rankine-Hugoniot shock relations and where r, -- Stj. (N.B. By convention we 
n8 n8  
denote p'~ -- ~ p~ and P0 = ~ (Pk)0.) 
k=l  k=l  
Thus, 
[p+pu 2] [u(e+p)] (2.8) 
where Iv] = v + - v - ( r s , t , )  denotes the jump in v across the shock. We then need to solve 
equations (2.1)-(2.4) for S,p+, i+,p+,p_ - ,u - , i - ,p -  subject to Equations (2.5), (2.7a-c) and 
(2.8). 
The exact solution of (*) at time t may be represented schematically as given in Figure 1. 
When used as a benchmark test, problem (*) will be solved in a finite region in space, 0 < r < 
r0. In this situation the exact solution at r = r0 is needed to prescribe the boundary conditions 
at r -- r0 for testing any fluid dynamics code and this is obtained in Sections 4 and 5. In the 
next section we describe a special case of problem (*). 
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3. SPECIAL CASE 
In the case of slab symmetry, the reflection is at a rigid wall, r = z = 0, and N = 0 in equations 
(2.1)-(2.3). In this case, the exact solution can he written as 
£ - ( r , t )=p0,  u-(r , t )  =-uo ,  i - ( r , t )  = io, 
and 
p+=p+,  u +=0,  i+=P0 +i0+l  Po ~,,o = - - -  (3.1)  
- - Po z - p+ ' 
S = ~u0 pouo _ _  -,-,, _ _  
p_+ - v_.o p+ - po 
where p_+ may be obtained iteratively from the non-linear equation 
Po 1 2 (3.2)  
n8 
together with Equation (2.5), where again p+ = ~ p+, and here 
k=l  
n8 n8  
p-(,.,t) = po = ~p; ( , . , t )=  ~(p~)o.  
k=l  k=l  
In the next section, we give a procedure for solving problem (*) that will, in the special case 
N = 0, reduce to the result found in this section. 
4. A SIMILARITY SOLUTION 
We now derive the ordinary differential equations for a similarity solution of problem(*), ahead 
of the shock for r / t  > S. 
The exact solution of problem (*) is a shock moving outwards from the origin with a constant 
speed, S. The gas behind the shock is at rest and the flow variables are uniform. In front of 
the shock the flow is smooth and the solution (p_-, u-,  i - ,  p-)(r, t) satisfies Equations (2.1)-(2.4) 
here written in non-conservative form: 
( r~u)"  k = 1 , . . . ,  ns, (W)t + n(pk)~ = -Pk rN ' 
together with the equation of state 
Pr  
Ut "1- UUr = - -~  
P 
i~ + uir = P (rlVu)" 
p r N 
v = f(v_, i).  
and initial mad boundary conditions given by Equations (2.7c) and (2.8). 
To solve problem (*), we assume a similarity solution for (£-, u- , i - ,p - ) ( r , t )  of the form 
(4.1)  
(4.2)  
(4.3)  
(4.4)  
_v = ~_(z), u = a (z ) ,  
i = 7 (z ) ,  v = 6(~),  (4 .5a)  
where  
t 
r 
(4.5b) 
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and the superscript ( - )  has been dropped. If we substitute the expressions given by Equa- 
tions (4.Sa-b) into Equations (4.1)-(4.3), we find that they yield consistent ordinary differential 
equations for a_., 13, 7, 6. Therefore, we seek a similarity solution of Equations (4.1)--(4.4) for 
(p-, u- ,  i - ,  p-)(r, t) of the form 
(p_ - ,u - , i - ,p - ) ( r , t )  = (p_, u, i, p)(z),  (4.6a) 
where t 
Z ""  - - .  
r 
If we carry out the differentiation i Equations (4.1)-(4.3), we find that 
(4.6b) 
(pk) t+u(p~)r+p~ur+ Npku =0,  k= 1 , . . . ,as ,  
r 
(4.7) 
u~ + uur  + p" = O, 
P 
it + ui~ + put + Nu_._.~p = O, 
p pr 
together with 
p -- f(p, i). 
and substituting for p-,  u- ,  i-  and p- from Equations (4.6a-b) yields 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
p~(1 - uz) + pk(Nu -- u'z) = O, (4.11a) 
u' (1  - uz) - f_.zz _ O, 
P 
i ' (1 - uz) + ~(Nu - u'z) = O, 
where p is given in terms of_p and i from Equation (4.10). 
Now f can be written 
p' "" fpp' q" fii '; 
however, from (4.10) and the chain rule, we have 
(4.11b) 
(4.11c) 
(4.12) 
n# 
k=l  
(4.13) 
where 
Pk Pk 
pk P 
denotes the species mass fraction. Therefore, using Equation (4.12)-(4.13) in conjunction with 
Equations (4.11a-c), we find that the whole system may be written in the form 
_~ = g~,  z), (4.14a) 
where 
= = (_p, u, 
T 
-g = [a2z 2 - (1 _ uz)2 ] _pNu(1 - uz), Nuza  ~, Nuf (p ,  P 
(4.14b) 
(4.14c) 
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and 
n. .f(~, i ) J '~, i) 
a~ = E el, J'p, Q~, i) + p~ 
k--1 
, (4.14d) 
where a = a~, i) denotes the sound speed. 
Thus, the solution of problem (*) ahead of the shock reduces to the solution of the ODE's 
given by Equations (4.14a-d) subject to the initial conditions 
~(0)=(~0,-u0, i0) z. (4.Z4e) 
(N.B. The independent variable z - ~ has the property that z = 0 when t = 0, r ~ 0, and 
in pm~icular as r --* oo: thus, Equation (4.14e) represents both the initial conditions and the 
boundary conditions at oo for problem (*).) 
Equations (4.14s-e) can be solved numerically using any standard numerical integration rou- 
tine, and this will be discussed in the next section, together with the proposed algorithm for the 
solution of problem (*). 
5. SHOCK RELATIONS AND INTEGRATION 
In this section we use the Rankine-Hugoniot shock relations together with the similarity solution 
of Section 4 to solve problem (*). At time t > 0 the shock has moved a distance r where r / t  -'- S: 
thus, using the notation of Section 2, we have the following relations that hold acmes the shock 
s = -e ' -u7  - -pTu7 (5.z) 
~+ - ~- p+ - p:' 
p+ - p; - p7 u;': '  s = , , ,  , (5.2) 
- -p .  U. 
and 
1 2 
s = -" ' (P ;~;  + ~pT-;,. +.pT). 
• p+i+ - pT i ;  - ½pTu7 2 
(5.3) 
where S,p + , p+, u+( - 0), i +, p+(= f(p+,i+)) are ms before and p-, p~', u~', i~', p~ are given by 
~-,u-;,i';,p';) = (U ,u - ,  i-,p-)(,.,O 
= (p, u, i, p)(~) 
(5.4) 
with 
t 1 
r S" 
The subscripts denote that the similarity solution is evaluated at the shock. 
From Equation (5.1), we have 
(5.5) 
(5.0) 
and, from Equations (5.3) and (5.6), we find that 
I _, u;p7 i +=i ; '+~u°  - (5.7) 
P 
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Figure 2. Solution of problem (*) for equation of st&re (i) with N = I. 
(p+, p-, u-, 8, p+/p- = 21.01, 4.61, -0.99, 0.278, I05.09). 
Finally, from Equation (5.2), we arrive at 
p+-p';+p';u';S[1-u~s] =O. (5.8) 
Thus, using the equation of state, Equations (5.6)-(5.8) give rise to the following equation for 
p.-, u'~, i7 and S, 
[p.~ 1 = u7/(~-'i7) 1 , [,- ~-],,. +++ - +.  [,_ +]j -,c~- 
which can be written in the form 
(5.9) 
hill+} ,[+] =0 
fi& 
(Recall, p = (P l , . . .  ,p , , )  and p = ~ p~.) In addition, p - ,  u- ,  i -  satisfy Equations (4.14a-e), 
i.e., k=a 
" (~) /=~ / . ( . ) / , .  , (5.1,a) 
i(~) j L i(~) j 
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Fisure 3. Solution ofproblam (*) for eqtMLtion of state (i) with IV = 2. 
(p+, p- ,  u - ,  S, p+/p -  = 8T.O1, 20.09, -0.96, 0.290, 46.80). 
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0.~ 0.6 0,9 
and 
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(5.11b) 
Therefore, we can solve problem (*) by solving Equation (5.10) for the shock speed S, using, 
say, the method of bmection. For each value of S we can determine ~ [~], u [~], i[~] and hence 
p [~], by inte@~ting Equations (5.11a-b) numerically. Using the method of forward Euler, for 
example, we divide the interval [0, ~] into n equal intervals of length h where nh - ~ and 
calculate 
where 
with 
= -~ +hg ~.j_~ , (~- l )h  , 
kiJ J  l i j - z  j LL 'y - I J  
(5.13a) 
(~i,,,~,is) r = (~, -uo ,  io) r, fo~ j = o. (5.13b) 
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Figure 4. Solution of problem (*) for equation of state (ii) with N -- 1. 
(p+, p-, u-, S, p+/p- = 3.33, 2.04, -0.71, 1.123, 2.92). 
Typically, we use n - 500 in this case in order to obtain a sufficiently accurate solution. Once 
Equation (5.10) has been solved for S, and as a consequence p.p-, u~', i~, we can find p+, i + from 
Equations (5.6)-(5.7), and p+,p7 using the equation of state (2.5). To obtain the solution to 
problem (*) in 0 < r < r0 at time t we solve for S as indicated above to give the solution behind 
the shock. Then the solution in front of the shock is given by 
(5.14a) 
t 
Z = - 
r 
k f 
and [p (z ) ,u (z ) , i ( z ) ]  is the solution of Equations (5.11a-b). Again, using the same numerical 
procedure as given by Equations (5.13a-b), we arrive at 
(5.15a) 
where 
J z -- jh  - - - .  (5.15b) 
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Fisure 5. Solution Of problem (*) for equation of state (U) with N = 2. 
(p+, p - ,  ~- ,  S, p+/p -  ---- 4.35, 3.27, -0 .46,  1.371, 1.72). 
We have thus solved the shock reflection problem (*) of Section 2 for any equation of state, initial 
data and with slab, cylindrical or spherical symmetry. 
This solution includes the special case of Section 3. In particular the one-dimensional case 
needs no integration routine for Equations (4.14a-e). Specifically, if N --- 0, Equations (4.14a-e) 
yield 
In particular, 
+0,0,o] 
r 
~- ~ , .  (5.16a--d) 
so that only Equation (5.10) remains to be solved for S using the method of bisection. 
(5.17) 
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F igure  6. So lut ion  of  problcsn ( ' )  for equat ion  of  s ta te  Cdi) w i th  N = 1. 
(p+,  p-, u-, S, p+/p- = 1.87, 1.42, -0 .82 ,  2.603,  4.17) .  
6. SAMPLE SOLUTIONS 
I I I 
0.3 0.6 0.9 
In this section we give some typical solutions of the 'one-dimensional' problem (*) for different 
geometries, initial data and equations of state. 
Each of the Figures 2-7 refers to the shock reflection problem of Section 2 and we have chosen 
the time t so that the shock has moved to r - 0.3. We classify the solutions by the particular 
equation of state for the fluid. 
(i) Two component fluid, consisting of two ideal gases, whose equation of state is given by 
p = (71 - 1 )p l i  + (72 - 1)p i. 
We take the two ratio of specific heat capacities as 
5 
71 = 1.4, 72 = ~. 
(ii) Stiffened equation of stqte given by 
p= B (P -  1) + (7- 1)p/, 
where we take B - 1, 7 -5 /3 .  
(iii) General equation of state for copper where the parameters are given in [2]. 
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Figure 7. Solution d problem (*) for equation of state (iil) with N = 2. 
(p+, p- ,  u - ,  ,.q, p÷/p -  = 2.07, 1.TT, -0.58, 3.318, 2.O8). 
For each type of geometry N = 1,2 and equation of state we consider the initial data p0=l.0 
((pl)o-0.5, (p~)o-0.5 for case (i)), uo=l.0 and i0-0.01. 
(N.B. These solutions only represent sample cases; the case N -- 0, together with other equa- 
tions of state and initial data can easily be determined.) 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a 'one-dimensional' test problem for the three-dimensional equations gov- 
erning compressible, multi-component (Euler) flows with slab, cylindrical or spherical symmetry. 
The problem involves hock-reflection and the exact solution has been determined for any equa- 
tion of state, geometry and initial conditions via a similarity solution and a numerical integrstion 
routine. This result is particularly useful for testing the symmetry properties, accuracy and 
shock-capturing capabilities of a code for a three-dimensional flow. This solution can also be 
used to supply boundary conditions when solving in a finite region of space. 
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